HAMMER provides realistic training that goes beyond the classroom, immersing trainees in hands-on scenarios. Highly skilled fire and emergency service personnel protect lives at Hanford and throughout the community.

HAMMER is the Hanford Fire Department’s training center. HAMMER offers a wide range of hands-on fire training including technical rescue and hazardous materials, emergency medical, and weapons of mass destruction response.

HAMMER’s 88-acre training campus also offers fire training for other federal, state, tribal, and local agencies, as well as private industry. HAMMER provides the flexibility for customers to bring their own trainers or make use of the highly qualified training professionals available through HAMMER.

**Training Available:**
- Burn-to-Learn
- Search and Rescue
- Confined Space Rescue
- Rope Rescue
- Trench Rescue
- Hazardous Materials Skills
- Fire Fighter I and II Skills
- Professional Development
- Train-the-Trainer

**Props:**
- Burn Props (Burn Building, truck, etc.)
- SCBA Search and Rescue Building
- Training Tower
- HAZMAT Pad
- Public Works Confined Space Prop

**FIRE PROTECTION TRAINING**
CONTACT INFORMATION:

(509) 372-3143    |    HAMMER@rl.gov     |     www.hammer.hanford.gov

-Training as Real as it Gets!-